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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance

When does it start?  When does it start?  
Maintenance should start before the ordered Maintenance should start before the ordered 
signs arrive.  An area should be set aside for thesigns arrive.  An area should be set aside for the
storage of stock and replacement signs.  storage of stock and replacement signs.  

Area should include racks where signs can be Area should include racks where signs can be 
stacked on edge vertically with slip sheets stacked on edge vertically with slip sheets 
between them until they are installed.between them until they are installed.

Project Sign Program Managers should reviewProject Sign Program Managers should review
Section C. of the Sign Standards Manual.Section C. of the Sign Standards Manual.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance

My signs just arrived.  What should I do?My signs just arrived.  What should I do?
Unpack your signs ASAP.  Inspect them!  Unpack your signs ASAP.  Inspect them!  
Are they what was ordered?  Are they what was ordered?  

What condition did they arrive in?  Are theyWhat condition did they arrive in?  Are they
wet? If moisture is present, unpack andwet? If moisture is present, unpack and
separate signs until dry.  If signs are coldseparate signs until dry.  If signs are cold
when they arrive, moving them into a heatedwhen they arrive, moving them into a heated
environment may cause condensationenvironment may cause condensation
between them.between them.

Do not throw slip sheets away.  Signs mustDo not throw slip sheets away.  Signs must
be stored and transported with the slip sheetsbe stored and transported with the slip sheets
between them.  between them.  
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Installing Your Signs.Installing Your Signs.
Maintenance is a concern when transportingMaintenance is a concern when transporting
signs to the installation site.  Avoid stacking tools signs to the installation site.  Avoid stacking tools 
and posts on signs when transporting. and posts on signs when transporting. 

Transport with slip sheets in place.  Damage toTransport with slip sheets in place.  Damage to
the face or back during transportation can the face or back during transportation can 
significantly reduce the useful life of a sign.significantly reduce the useful life of a sign.

The reflectivity of diamond grade signs is The reflectivity of diamond grade signs is 
dependent on surface condition.  Treat it likedependent on surface condition.  Treat it like
a camera lens.a camera lens.

Use an antiUse an anti--cease lubricant on the threaded cease lubricant on the threaded 
inserts and bolts when mounting HDO signs.inserts and bolts when mounting HDO signs.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance

Cleaning.Cleaning.
At least twice a year and immediately after At least twice a year and immediately after 
installation, clean signs with a mild soapy waterinstallation, clean signs with a mild soapy water
solution.  This can be scheduled during semisolution.  This can be scheduled during semi--
annual inspections.annual inspections.

Coating the surface of your vinyl and reflectiveCoating the surface of your vinyl and reflective
sheeted signs with Armorsheeted signs with Armor--All or a similar product All or a similar product 
can help keep signs clean in dusty areas and can help keep signs clean in dusty areas and 
help reduce UV damage.help reduce UV damage.

Redwood signs can be cleaned with tub and tileRedwood signs can be cleaned with tub and tile
mildew removers or redwood deck wash.mildew removers or redwood deck wash.
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance

Cleaning Redwood.Cleaning Redwood.
Clean signs on an as needed basis.  Signs Clean signs on an as needed basis.  Signs 
become dark due to mildew and dirt accumulation.become dark due to mildew and dirt accumulation.

ReadyReady--mixed solutions for cleaning redwood are mixed solutions for cleaning redwood are 
available at your local home center or hardware.available at your local home center or hardware.
These cleaners will remove dirt and kill mildew.These cleaners will remove dirt and kill mildew.

Redwood can be also be cleaned with tub & tileRedwood can be also be cleaned with tub & tile
mildew removers.mildew removers.

See manual page C.5 for detailed information onSee manual page C.5 for detailed information on
cleaning redwood.cleaning redwood.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Inspecting.    Inspecting.    
Inspections should be done at least twice a year,Inspections should be done at least twice a year,
both before the recreation season begins andboth before the recreation season begins and
after it is over.after it is over.

During inspections, check for rusty bolts, rusty During inspections, check for rusty bolts, rusty 
or rotting post, loose footing and sign surface or rotting post, loose footing and sign surface 
deterioration.  Plan appropriate action and deterioration.  Plan appropriate action and 
document.  Repair or replace as soon as possible. document.  Repair or replace as soon as possible. 

It is a good idea to put together a kit containingIt is a good idea to put together a kit containing
mounting hardware, tools, patch material andmounting hardware, tools, patch material and
cleaning supplies to take along with you whilecleaning supplies to take along with you while
performing inspections.performing inspections.
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Edge Protection.Edge Protection.
Wooden signs require some sort of edgeWooden signs require some sort of edge
protection.  When it becomes necessary toprotection.  When it becomes necessary to
recondition, determine what type of paint was recondition, determine what type of paint was 
used originally.  In most cases HDO signs wouldused originally.  In most cases HDO signs would
have been painted with Polyhave been painted with Poly--Silicone Enamel.Silicone Enamel.

What about the old cracking body filler that isWhat about the old cracking body filler that is
coming off of the edges?  Different expansion coming off of the edges?  Different expansion 
rates cause the putty to crack and release.  It is rates cause the putty to crack and release.  It is 
not necessary to replace this filler.  Clean out asnot necessary to replace this filler.  Clean out as
best as possible and rebest as possible and re--paint.  Use two coats ofpaint.  Use two coats of
paint on edges.paint on edges.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Edge ProtectionEdge Protection con’tcon’t..
Points to remember when determining what typePoints to remember when determining what type
of paint to use.of paint to use.

Avoid oil based stains or shake and shingle Avoid oil based stains or shake and shingle 
paints.  Oil/alkyd primers and paints are paints.  Oil/alkyd primers and paints are 
recommended.  Latex are not. recommended.  Latex are not. 

Simpson Plywood Company recommendsSimpson Plywood Company recommends
HDO plywood edges be protected with 2HDO plywood edges be protected with 2
coats of ECcoats of EC--3 clear or EC3 clear or EC--4 aluminized4 aluminized
polyurethane edge coating to providepolyurethane edge coating to provide
adequate edge protection.adequate edge protection.
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Top Edge Tape.Top Edge Tape.
Covering the top edge of signs with clear tape Covering the top edge of signs with clear tape 
originated in areas where signs were buried underoriginated in areas where signs were buried under
snow.  While there is some merit to this practice, snow.  While there is some merit to this practice, 
in most cases it is not necessary.in most cases it is not necessary.

Almost every project has experienced cracking Almost every project has experienced cracking 
and pealing of top edge tape.and pealing of top edge tape.

Why does this happen?Why does this happen?

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Top Edge TapeTop Edge Tape con’tcon’t..
Sunlight passing through clear top edge tape Sunlight passing through clear top edge tape 
causes a build up of heat at the surface of the sign.causes a build up of heat at the surface of the sign.
This heat build up destroys the adhesive and This heat build up destroys the adhesive and 
makes the clear brittle.  makes the clear brittle.  
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Top Edge TapeTop Edge Tape con’tcon’t..
How do I correct this problem?How do I correct this problem?

Clean off the tape and paint edges of sign.Clean off the tape and paint edges of sign.

Should I replace the clear tape?Should I replace the clear tape?
This is not recommended.This is not recommended.

What about extreme environment conditions?What about extreme environment conditions?
Cover top edges with the same materialCover top edges with the same material
that the sign is sheeted with.that the sign is sheeted with.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance

Painting Backs of Aluminum Signs.Painting Backs of Aluminum Signs.
This is no longer recommended.This is no longer recommended.

Painting the backs of aluminum signs justPainting the backs of aluminum signs just
adds another maintenance item.adds another maintenance item.

Exception:  Some states require a nonException:  Some states require a non--glareglare
coating on the backs of aluminum signs thatcoating on the backs of aluminum signs that
are placed along state routes.are placed along state routes.
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Paint and Stain Colors.Paint and Stain Colors.
Where can I buy paint that matches my signs?Where can I buy paint that matches my signs?

Most home centers and hardware stores haveMost home centers and hardware stores have
computerized paint matching systems.  Select computerized paint matching systems.  Select 
only quality paints that meet or exceed theonly quality paints that meet or exceed the
specifications set in the Sign Manual.specifications set in the Sign Manual.

Take a page out of your Sign Manual that has Take a page out of your Sign Manual that has 
a good example of COE Brown with you.  Thea good example of COE Brown with you.  The
computer matching systems can match this colorcomputer matching systems can match this color
very close.  Reflective repair sheeting cannot bevery close.  Reflective repair sheeting cannot be
used for color matching.used for color matching.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Patching and Repairing.Patching and Repairing.
Repairing Bullet Holes.Repairing Bullet Holes.

HDO HDO -- Remove any splintered wood.  Cover faceRemove any splintered wood.  Cover face
damage with colordamage with color--matched sheeting.  Fill frommatched sheeting.  Fill from
back with caulking.  Touch up with paint.back with caulking.  Touch up with paint.

Aluminum Aluminum -- Remove sign from post.  Place on hardRemove sign from post.  Place on hard
surface slightly larger than damaged area.  Poundsurface slightly larger than damaged area.  Pound
flat from high side with a plastic mallet using light flat from high side with a plastic mallet using light 
blows to minimize stretching of the aluminum.  blows to minimize stretching of the aluminum.  

Cover face damage with a matching piece of Cover face damage with a matching piece of 
sheeting.  Repair or replace damaged lettering.sheeting.  Repair or replace damaged lettering.
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Patching and RepairingPatching and Repairing con’tcon’t..
Repairing Bullet Holes.Repairing Bullet Holes.

Redwood Redwood -- Fill hole with color matched caulk ifFill hole with color matched caulk if
available.  If necessary, touch up finish.  Makeavailable.  If necessary, touch up finish.  Make
sure caulk issure caulk is paintablepaintable.  Engraved areas require.  Engraved areas require
special attention.  Review Section B.3 Rev 1.special attention.  Review Section B.3 Rev 1.

Paint and stain suppliers listed on manual page E.1.Paint and stain suppliers listed on manual page E.1.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Graffiti.Graffiti.
Identify materials (both sign sheeting and graffiti).Identify materials (both sign sheeting and graffiti).

Take action to remove ASAP.  The longer paintsTake action to remove ASAP.  The longer paints
remain on sheeting, the harder they are to remove.remain on sheeting, the harder they are to remove.

Mild solvents (mineral spirits) will work in mostMild solvents (mineral spirits) will work in most
cases.  Diluted citrus cleaners will remove uncuredcases.  Diluted citrus cleaners will remove uncured
paints in most cases without damaging cured inks.paints in most cases without damaging cured inks.
Start mild and add citrus cleaner as necessary.Start mild and add citrus cleaner as necessary.

Graffiti removers are commercially available.  Graffiti removers are commercially available.  
Check with local suppliers.Check with local suppliers.
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Graffiti on Redwood.Graffiti on Redwood.
Cleaning with solvents can cause the damage toCleaning with solvents can cause the damage to
increase due to the porous nature of the wood.increase due to the porous nature of the wood.

Remove damage caused by paint and otherRemove damage caused by paint and other
markings by sanding with 150 grit sandpaper.markings by sanding with 150 grit sandpaper.

After removing as much of the graffiti as possible,After removing as much of the graffiti as possible,
rere--stain the entire sign panel.stain the entire sign panel.

Procedure is described on manual page C.9.Procedure is described on manual page C.9.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Reconditioning Redwood.Reconditioning Redwood.
Try to obtain Olympic brand semiTry to obtain Olympic brand semi--transparent stain,transparent stain,
number 715.  If not available, use the color matchnumber 715.  If not available, use the color match
formula on manual page E.1.formula on manual page E.1.

Signs should be reSigns should be re--stained every three years. stained every three years. 
Signs exposed to harsh environmental conditions Signs exposed to harsh environmental conditions 
may require more frequent staining.may require more frequent staining.

Properly maintained redwood signs can last forProperly maintained redwood signs can last for
decades.decades.
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Reconditioning RedwoodReconditioning Redwood con’tcon’t..
When possible, refinish indoors.  Remove the sign When possible, refinish indoors.  Remove the sign 
from its mounting to expose back and edges.from its mounting to expose back and edges.

Clean the sign prior to refinishing.  The sign mustClean the sign prior to refinishing.  The sign must
be clean, dry and free from any chemical or be clean, dry and free from any chemical or 
cleaning solvents.cleaning solvents.

Lightly sand the surfaces to smooth any raised Lightly sand the surfaces to smooth any raised 
grain.  This will also help to clean the sign.grain.  This will also help to clean the sign.

Remove any dust by blowing with low pressureRemove any dust by blowing with low pressure
compressed air and wiping with a tack cloth.compressed air and wiping with a tack cloth.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Reconditioning RedwoodReconditioning Redwood con’tcon’t..
Apply stain with a very short napped roller.Apply stain with a very short napped roller.

Stain should be applied in several light coats, Stain should be applied in several light coats, 
built up over a few hours time.  This is necessarybuilt up over a few hours time.  This is necessary
to sufficiently enhance the wood grain and protectto sufficiently enhance the wood grain and protect
the wood.  A heavy coat of stain applied to thethe wood.  A heavy coat of stain applied to the
sign will run down into the routed areas .sign will run down into the routed areas .

The roller must be rolled out onto a scrap boardThe roller must be rolled out onto a scrap board
until almost dry before applying stain.  until almost dry before applying stain.  

Overlapping strokes will show to some extent.Overlapping strokes will show to some extent.
This can be minimized by rolling in the direction This can be minimized by rolling in the direction 
of the grain.of the grain.
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Reconditioning RedwoodReconditioning Redwood con’tcon’t..
Stir stain frequently in both the can and the rollerStir stain frequently in both the can and the roller
pan.  Stain will settle quickly.  This will helppan.  Stain will settle quickly.  This will help
ensure color consistency.ensure color consistency.

The first coat should be allowed to penetrate, butThe first coat should be allowed to penetrate, but
not to harden.  Then apply the second coat. Drying not to harden.  Then apply the second coat. Drying 
(hardening) time will vary with temperature and (hardening) time will vary with temperature and 
humidity.  Usually, this will be between 1 to 4 humidity.  Usually, this will be between 1 to 4 
hours.  All staining should be done the same day.hours.  All staining should be done the same day.

Remove any stain that runs down into routed areasRemove any stain that runs down into routed areas
with a soft dry cloth.with a soft dry cloth.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Reconditioning RedwoodReconditioning Redwood con’tcon’t..
If necessary, reIf necessary, re--paint the routed letter areas withpaint the routed letter areas with
exterior enamel or reflective liquid as specified inexterior enamel or reflective liquid as specified in
Appendix B and E.  Be careful not to get enamel orAppendix B and E.  Be careful not to get enamel or
reflective liquid on the stained sections.reflective liquid on the stained sections.

Allow the stain to dry thoroughly before the signAllow the stain to dry thoroughly before the sign
is reis re--assembled.assembled.

You can greatly prolong the life of your sign’s You can greatly prolong the life of your sign’s 
finish by periodically rinsing while wiping with afinish by periodically rinsing while wiping with a
soft brush.soft brush.
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Safety.Safety.
The safety of personnel should be the number oneThe safety of personnel should be the number one
concern when performing sign maintenance.concern when performing sign maintenance.

Prepare AHA and hold tool box safety meetings.Prepare AHA and hold tool box safety meetings.

Wear safety orange vests when working along road.Wear safety orange vests when working along road.

Maintenance vehicles should be equipped withMaintenance vehicles should be equipped with
flashing lights.  4flashing lights.  4--way flashers may not be enough.way flashers may not be enough.

Set up barricades, traffic cones and “Work Area”Set up barricades, traffic cones and “Work Area”
signs when appropriate.  signs when appropriate.  

Wear appropriate safety clothing when cleaning orWear appropriate safety clothing when cleaning or
repairing signs.repairing signs.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Replacing Legends.Replacing Legends.
Changing facility fees and hours of operation willChanging facility fees and hours of operation will
require legend changes on signs.require legend changes on signs.

The Sign Manual shows several procedures toThe Sign Manual shows several procedures to
do this in Appendix C.do this in Appendix C.

Legend removal can be a difficult process.  If notLegend removal can be a difficult process.  If not
properly done, it may result in severe damage toproperly done, it may result in severe damage to
the sign face.the sign face.

Review the handout on legend removal and Review the handout on legend removal and 
replacement. replacement. 
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Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Storage.Storage.
Storage area should be prepared before signsStorage area should be prepared before signs
are received.   Always unpack signs to store.are received.   Always unpack signs to store.

Extremely high temperatures should be avoided.  Extremely high temperatures should be avoided.  
Signs must be kept dry when in storage.Signs must be kept dry when in storage. Make Make 
certain that moisture is not present on signs or certain that moisture is not present on signs or 
slip sheets.slip sheets.

Store signs vertically, on edge.   Store with slip Store signs vertically, on edge.   Store with slip 
sheets between them.  The shiny or slippery side sheets between them.  The shiny or slippery side 
of the sheet goes toward the sign face.of the sheet goes toward the sign face.

Save some of your old slip sheets and roll themSave some of your old slip sheets and roll them
shiny side in for future use.shiny side in for future use.

Sign MaintenanceSign Maintenance
Communication.Communication.
Share your experiences with the Corps Share your experiences with the Corps 
Community.  Community.  

EE--mail is a good medium for getting answersmail is a good medium for getting answers
and sharing you problem solving methods.and sharing you problem solving methods.

Use the NRM Gateway:Use the NRM Gateway: corpslakescorpslakes..usaceusace.army.mil.army.mil

to find more information about signs and to find more information about signs and 
the Sign Standards Program.the Sign Standards Program.


